
 In this fifth series of our monthly   

Newsletter, and the succeeding DiasFora 

series, we will be addressing on the theme of 

parent and child relationships, stewardship of 

parenting, and mending inter-generational 

barriers.    

Research shows that style of parenting used at 

home will influence the rest of the child’s life. 

Diaspora parents are influenced by their 

cultures consisted of patterns of social norms, 

values, languages and ethics they brought from 

their mother land. They are constructs of this 

culture and simply put; they have the tendency 

to use these approaches when it comes to 

raising their children. However, parents should 

also be cognizant of the plethora of issues their 

children face and should adapt to a different 

parenting style from which they grew up with. 

The goal is to use a parenting style that 

supports a healthy growth and development of 

their children.   

Developmental psychologists have long been 

interested in knowing how parents affect child 

development. However, finding the link between 

the actions of parents and the behavior of 

children is very difficult. That said, research 

indicates the socio-emotional development of the 

child is influenced by the type of parenting style. 

Hence, parents, teachers and the mental health 

professionals should give more importance to the 

parenting style for the wellbeing of the child.   

Generally, there are four types of parenting styles 

that have been identified namely: authoritarian 

(requiring strict obedience and expectations), 

authoritative (high responsiveness with 

commensurate high expectations), permissive 

(emotionally involved, less demanding in their 

expectations and setting boundaries), and 

uninvolved/less engaged (characterized by a lack 

of responsiveness and indifference, a laissezfaire 

attitude)    

Each style takes a different approach to raise 

children and can be identified by a number of 

different characteristics. However, child 

development experts believe that authoritative 

parenting is the best parenting style among the 

four types. It is a parenting sort characterized by 

high emotional involvement, considerable 

attachment, and a corollary high demand.  
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Authoritative parents set limits and are very 

consistent in enforcing boundaries. For 

Christian parents the most vital ingredient in the 

equation is LOVE. That is, why we want to start 

the series by focusing on a crucial element of 

parenting: LOVE.   

No parents can raise their children and help 

them to be the best version of who they are and 

what God has designed them to be without 

LOVE. Raising children with LOVE means 

investing and impacting them with 

unwavering/unconditional LOVE, the 

selfsacrificial LOVE that works for the benefit 

of our loved ones.   

Love is not a fluffy idea. It is an expensive 

commitment as exemplified by Jesus Christ in 

the cross. It is hard to describe or define LOVE 

as it is bigger than what we normally think of or 

even imagine. One can invite LOVE, but cannot 

dictate how, when, and where it expresses itself. 

LOVE cannot be turned on as a reward, nor can 

it be turned off as a punishment. LOVE does not 

come with conditions, stipulations, agenda, or 

codes. Like the sun, LOVE radiates 

independently of our fears and desires. It is 

inherently free. It cannot be bought, sold, or 

traded. You cannot make someone LOVE you, 

nor can you prevent it. LOVE is not a substance, 

not a commodity, not an emotional spurt. LOVE 

has no territory, no borders, no quantifiable mass 

or energy output. This the power of LOVE!   

For us, Christians, the primary source of love is  

Christ. Jesus is the reason we even know what 

LOVE TRULY IS. In laying down His life for 

us, He taught us everything about LOVE. LOVE 

is generous, does not boast, not easily angered, 

unending, not a temporary or transitory thing 

with utilitarian bent (I Corinthians 13-4-8). Such 

kind of love is undeserving and unreciprocated. 

Therefore, when dealing with LOVE, we must 

try to relate everything to Jesus Christ and His 

life, death and resurrection. In the life and death 

of Christ we see in a new way what God’s 

LOVE is and what man’s LOVE for God and for 

others should be.   

If Christ IS literally LOVE (I John 4:8), and we 

call ourselves Christians (Christ-like) then 

LOVE should be the basis for everything we 

say and do.    

With regard to parenting the reason why LOVE 

becomes our priority lies in the following: “We 

love because He first loved us” (I. John 4:19). 

We are not the source of LOVE.  

God is. We are not a great example of LOVE. 

God/Christ is. His LOVE cannot be measured 

and fathomed. Ephesian 3-17-18 reads: “And 

may you have the power to understand, as all  

God’s people should, how wide, how long, how 

high, and how deep his love is.”   In his lyrics, 

Frederick M. Lehman (1917) penned:    

“The love of God is greater far   

Than tongue or pen can ever tell…  Could 

we with ink the ocean fill,    

And were the skies of parchment made,   
Were every stalk on earth a quill,  And every 

man a scribe by trade;   To write the love of God 

above;   



Would drain the ocean dry;  Nor could the scroll 

contain the whole, Though stretched from sky to 

sky”.   

 That is how powerful and indescribable is   

God’s LOVE   

Jean Vanier, theologian, defines LOVE in a 

unique way: “Love is to reveal the beauty on the 

other person to themselves.”  That is deep, and 

impactful! If properly understood and applied by 

parents towards their children it would have a 

massive empowering impact. Marc Ecko 

succinctly referred to LOVE as:   

“Life’s Only Valid Expression”  LOVE has two 

dimensions: emotional and functional. We are 

very prone to applying the first and tend to be a 

bit dilettante when it comes to the latter. The 

emotional aspect of LOVE entails physicality 

and immediacy and as such may be relatively 

easy to communicate. The functional aspect of 

LOVE is long-term and requires knowledge, 

diligence, and follow up developmental 

approach. Functional love demands equipping 

and guiding our children throughout the various 

stages of their walks of life. The two go hand in 

hand. It is not healthy to emphasize one at the 

cost of the other. As our children get older 

parents need to take on more of a functional 

role and less of an emotional one because the 

goal is to prepare them to live without us at 

some point.   

At a more practical level the following acronym 

for LOVE can be helpful:  Listen, Offer, 

Validate, Empower/Enable.  

  LOVE tops all. We cannot lead, parent, 

guide or teach our children until they feel 

LOVED. Without LOVE, relationships cannot 

exist and without relationships, there is no 

need for LOVE. LOVE is the only way of 

fulfilling a relationship. Leo Buscaglia said:  

“If there is any immortality to be had among 

us human beings, it is certainly only in the love 

that we leave behind. Fathers like mine, don’t 

even die”    

We need to close this with a few words of 

cautions or caveats: First, performance-based 

LOVE is counter-productive. It is conditional 

and not Biblically supported. We need to opt for 

LOVE even when certain situations seem to 

compel us to take the easier route of anger, 

resentment, and withdrawals. Every time we 

choose LOVE, we are healing something that 

would otherwise cause more pain in the world. 

Unbeknownst to us, this is a big gift to our 

children.  Since LOVE is contagious, it is also a 

gift to everyone else. As our children interact 

with others for their entire life, they become 

conduits of this mighty stream of God’s grace:   

LOVE    
Second, faithful parents who take their 

shepherding responsibilities seriously do not 

allow nor have the desire to let their children go 

awry or engage in self-indulgent autonomy. In 

case we are faced with situations where we 

disapprove of our children's misdeeds, we 

express them through the power of His words 

and GRACE. The credo is speaking truth in/with 

love (Ephesians 4:15). LOVE cannot be cut 



loose from the truth of God’s will. Truth shapes 

how to show LOVE.    

Third our approach should not be that of a 

director monitoring everything but let them 

grow up and even through mistakes and 

mishaps. This is especially true when they are 

young and also during their adolescence phase 

of life as maturity inevitably comes later.   

We should be willing and be prepared to allow 

our children encounter failures and detours in 

their lives,  guide and help them navigate 

through the zig zag of their experiences and 

overcome their existential challenges and 

trials.    

Finally, and most importantly, LOVE has a 

linguistic expression. Parents need to declare 

words of affections, affirmations and 

appreciations like: I love you, I am so proud of 

you, you are special, wonderful, you matter, 

etc. However, we have to mean it. This is 

critically important, since our children live in a 

hostile environment, heavily anti-Christian, and 

uncongenial to our value systems, with 

disorienting culture. Parents should serve as 

pillars of support. We need to learn this art 

because we have not been raised like that in our 

home setting. It is not part of our cultural fabric 

and it does not come out naturally to us.   

Concluding remarks   

Parenting is both a challenging and rewarding 

task. We as parents are given children as holy 

gifts we are only mere stewards of God’s 

precious gifts. Other things being equal, 

LOVE is quintessentially foundational in 

parenting. There is no relation without love 

and love without relationship is an empty 

concept. Our children should be nurtured in 

LOVE and soaked in it. Parents must make 

sure to develop warm and affirming 

relationships with their children and pray for 

them ceaselessly  All things considered, if 

there is one word that summarizes LOVE; it 

is  BEING THERE.  

May God help us to be His trusted  

STEWARDS!   

  

  

    TOGETHER, STRONGER BETTER!   

Bridge Global Forum for Ethiopian 

Christians is a 501(c)(3) charitable 

organization. All donations are tax 

deductible.  If you would like to make a 

donation please go to our Bridge website at 

Bridgeglobalforum and make your 

contribution at the designated spot     
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